ICT & DIGITAL

In OECD for Rate of Return on investment; &
In global competitiveness for skilled labour
in EU for 3rd Level qualifications among
30 - 34 YR olds.
Trans-atlantic fibre cable and Data Park for
international investment in ICT and data
services.

Mayo has become a hotbed of tech and digital
enterprise in recent years. A location for many
tech entrepreneurs attracted by our quality of life
and quality of infrastructure, Mayo has become a
choice location for starting and growing a digital
venture. Mayo also has some larger established
operators in the digital and ICT sectors providing
data and information services and software. Big
data storage, management and analytics, is the
next wave of digital enterprise in Mayo owing to
the massive investment in fibre including the subaqua transatlantic line.
Key facilities for
incubation, innovation services and business
networks are in place to support the sector in
Mayo acting as engines for growth and focal
points for collaboration and idea sharing.

Emerging tech cluster around drone and data
technology with an ideal environment for testing.

Mayo targeted for rollout of ‘fibrehoods’
with speeds of 1Gbps.

A Growing Digital Community
Facilitating business to deliver quality content,
marketing & services through access to world class
knowledge.

What our ICT / Digital investors say about Mayo
Paul McBride VP & GM
Lionbridge Technologies

Mayo fosters a start-up culture for business like no other place
I’ve been to… Great outdoor life, vibrant local communities,
excellent colleges and support structures meant we were able
to scale our business in a short period of time with the skills we
needed.

ICT / DIGITAL

MAYO THE RIGHT
PLACE TO BASE
Mayo, Irelands 3rd largest county,
located on its Western seaboard
is a world of opportunity.

Asset rich and diverse in nature
benefiting from a wealth of natural
resources, direct air, sea and rail
freight access and a quality
communications infrastructure.
Mayo has an educated and skilled
workforce owing to its diverse
industrial base. A dynamic and
business
friendly
support
environment through the Mayo
Enterprise & Investment Unit and
its partners. Mayo wants to work
with your business, your project or
your idea.

STRATEGY
SPOTLIGHT ON TECHNOLOGY
Mayo now connects US and European Financial markets
through the largest subsea fibre optic cable in the world.
This technological game changer has placed Mayo at
the forefront of the data industry globally.

Digital Mayo is the strategy for the development of
the ICT and Digital sectors in Mayo. Driven by the
growing and diverse group of tech start-up’s and
investment from global tech firms in Mayo and the
development of key digital infrastructure projects,
Mayo’s digital ecosystem is set for a bright future.
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